Object and method
Objects of investigation were infusoria Colpoda sp. and, in some experiments, Paramecia sp. Infusorial cultures were grown in a hay decoction (2 g of dry sweet clover Melilotus officinalis per liter of ordinary water) at room temperature (22-24°C) and ambient illumination in cylindrical glass vessels of different sizes.
In each experiment, once every day at the same time (12 noon) the average cell concentrations in all the experimental vessels were measured and plotted against time. The nutrient medium was neither replaced nor refreshed.
Results
In the first set of experiments, infusoria Colpoda sp. cultures were grown in three vessels of volume V 1 = 30 cm 3 Let us note three important features of the curves in Fig. 1 , which will be discussed below.
(1) The cell concentration in the volume V 1 increases and attains a maximum, whereupon it rapidly decrease by (30.0±4.1)% per day. Later, the decrease in the concentration abruptly slows down and then is (8.6±1.2)% per day. The behavior of the cell concentration in the volume V 2 is similar but much less pronounced.
(2) In the phase of the slow decrease in the cell density (let us call it the "quasi-stationary" phase), the ratio between the cell concentrations in the volumes V 2 and V 1 is almost constant and is 3.9 ± 0.3.
(3) In the first several days of the cell development, the cell concentration in the larger volumes rises more rapidly than that in the smaller volumes.
The results of the other four experiments were qualitatively identical.
The second experiment had a continuation. On the 12th day of cultivation, the cell suspensions in the three vessels of volume V 1 were thoroughly stirred, and the suspension from one of these vessels was used to fill in three vessels of volume rapidly increase at once, and on the eighth day, the increase in the concentration ended with the quasi-stationary phase.
A similar procedure was next performed with a culture grown in three vessels of volume V 2 .
By that time, the infusoria Colpoda sp. concentration was (488±52)cm -3 . The cell suspensions in the three vessels were thoroughly stirred, and the contents were transfused into three vessels of volume V 3 = 0.9 cm 3 .
As one can see from Fig. 2 , like after the first transfusion, cell concentrations in vessels of volume V 3 began to rapidly increase.
However, a further (after the fourth day) increase was most likely to be due to the decrease in the cell suspension volume (0.9 cm 3 ) because of sampling for finding the cell concentration. Three samples of a volume of 0.02 cm 3 each per one experimental point were taken, because of which the cell suspension volume by the end of the experiment decreased down to 0.54 cm 3 .
The results of these experiments suggested the following. Note that, after an insignificant increase on the fourth day, the cell concentration started to drop rapidly (by 27% per day).
This suggests the following.
(5) An increase in the cultivation volume accompanied by a proportional increase in the numbers of cells in this volume abruptly decreases the cell concentration.
The results of these experiments are indicative of the fact that, in a culture of unicellular organisms, there is a certain mechanism that regulates the cell concentration, depending on the cultivation volume.
One can assume that this mechanism tries to keep the constancy of the total numbers of the cells in this culture even after a change in the cell suspension volume. The validity of this assumption was checked in the following experiment.
Infusoria Colpoda sp. were cultivated in three vessels of volume V 9 = 6 cm 3 each. On the 40th day of cultivation, the suspensions of cells in the quasi-stationary phase of their development (the average numbers of the cells in each of the three vessels were 3500 ± 468) were thoroughly stirred, whereupon much of the cell suspension was removed to leave only 0.9 cm 3 of the suspension in each vessel. At that moment, in each of the three vessels, the average cell concentration was (583±78)cm -3 , and the average numbers of the cells were 525±70. Figure 4 shows a further change in the total numbers of the cells in these vessels. From the sample, all infusoria were removed with a micropipette (all other means of removing cells from a medium, e.g., filtration, centrifugation, heating, etc., could un-predictably change the composition of the nutrient medium). Into this, cell-free, already used nutrient medium, infusoria from the stock culture were transferred. Such a procedure was performed once every three days until that time, when the culture in volume V 1 was already in the quasi-stationary phase. In a reference experiment, infusoria were transferred into a fresh nutrient medium. In either used or fresh medium, infusoria developed virtually identically.
On the possible physical channel of connection between cells
Since a substantial part of the experimental data obtained cannot be explained by any chemical mechanism, I assumed that there is a physical coupling channel between cells, which runs or terminates one regulatory program or another. In particular, along this coupling channel, each cell must receive information on the total numbers of cells in the cultivation volume.
It is known that any cell emits electromagnetic radiation in a certain spectral region [1, 2] .
There is also evidence that cells emit acoustic radiation [3, 4] . These types of radiation can, in principle, carry information on the total numbers of cells in the cultivation volume. I assumed that, when the radiation flux emitted by all the cells in the cultivation volume attains a certain critical value, the cell division ceases. Let us consider this assumption in greater detail.
Let in a vessel with a liquid nutrient medium there is a homogeneous suspension of cells. Let each cell is an isotropic source of radiation (electromagnetic or sound). Then the average density of radiation in volume will be proportional to number of sources (i.e. -to volume) and inversely proportional to its square of a surface (due to losses of radiation through a surface). If the form of cylindrical volume slightly differs from sphere (2R ≈ H), the average density of radiation inside volume will be equal to:
where k -factor of proportionality determining radiating ability of each cell, n -concentration of cells in volume, V and S -volume and the square of its surface accordingly. Having substituted values V and S for cylindrical volume, we will obtain:
where R and H -radius and height of volume accordingly.
If our assumption is fair, critical density of radiation at which cell division stops, in the big volumes will be achieved at smaller concentration of cells, than in small. We shall take two cylindrical volumes with different sizes V 1 and v 2 with radiuses R and r and heights H and h.
(Bigger letters concern to the greater volume sizes).
Then ψ ψ ψ ψ 1 = kn 1 RH/2(R+H) and ψ ψ ψ ψ 2 = kn 2 rh/2(r+h) -average density of radiation inside these volumes. As it is supposed, that cell division stops in these different volumes at identical average density of radiation in them, from a condition ψ ψ ψ ψ 1 = ψ ψ ψ ψ 2 it is possible to find the attitude the of concentration of cells in these volumes in quasi-stationary phase:
RH(r+h)/rh(R+H)
3)
The table compares the ratios between the concentrations of the cells in the quasi-stationary phase in different volumes as calculated by expression 3) and found experimentally. The note to the table: in columns 5, 6 and 7 indexes S and L concern to smaller and large volumes accordingly.
Proposed explanations of experimental data
The proposed physical regulation mechanism is most likely to affect the cell membrane complex. This complex can be regarded as a cooperative system with two stable conformational states and one unstable conformational state. At the first stable state, the cell arrives immediately after the cell division is completed. A transition to the second stable state requires a starting energy of about 5 eV [1, 6] . This energy triggers the generalized conformational rearrangement of the cell membrane complex, owing to which the cell becomes capable of advancing further along the cell division cycle. When the cell is in the first stable state, the radiation regulating the numbers of cells can bring it into the third state, in which the cell leaves the cycle. However, this state is so unstable that even local temperature fluctuations return the cell to the first stable state.
Yet, when the radiation flux density attains its critical value as the overall number of the cells in the culture increases, the cell has no time to return to the stable state. However, vigorous shaking can probably take a portion of the cells out of this unstable state for a while.
The considered mechanism of regulating the numbers of cells in a culture ( former concentration of cells, in a some period of time the mechanism destroying "superfluous"
